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ABSTRACT

This thesis studies modules over commutative integral domains

,with the property that every closed submodule is a direct summand (we

denote this prope!ty by (Cl )). ~'It is shown that any non-torsion module

with property (Cl ) is a direct sum of an injective submodule and a finite
, .

direct sum of uniform torsion free reduced submodules. This reduces the

study of the problem to finite direct sums of uniform torsion free

reduced modules and to torsion,modules. Then we characterize finite

direct sUms of unifo~ torsion~ree reduced modules over commutative

)

,
(Prufer, Noetherian ofcKrull ,dimension one,

property (Cl ). We also characterize finite

Dedekind) domains which have

direct sums 0; uniform torsio~

. .

•,modules with ioc.l endomorphism rings over Noetherian domains which have

property (Cl ). Finally, we classify all modules with property (Cl ) over

Dedekind domains.
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INTRODUCTION

1. A submodule N of a module M has no proper essential

extension in M. if and only if there ~s-:nother submodule N' such

that N is maximal with respect to N n N' = O. In the literature. -

such submodules N are called cZosed. or compZements.
\

A module is said to have property (ell. if every closed

submodule is a direct summand. The property (C
l

) holds in particular if

the module is (quasi) injective, or more g~erally,(quasi)

2. J. Von Neumann. [19] showed thllt his continuous

continuous.

geometries

Y. Utumi [18] studieGcan be coordinatized by. continuous r~gula:;fings.

regular rings, and he proved that a ~egular ring is continuous if arut

only if it has property (C
l

) for right and for-teft ideals.

Later A.W. Chatters and C.R. Hajarnavis [21] investigated rings with. ....
chain conditions in which every cqmplement right ideal is a direct summand.

L. Fuchs. A. Kertesz and T. Szele [22] discussed abelian groups

in which every pure subgroup is a direct Summand. In, the case of torsion

free abelian groups pure subgroups are the same as closed subgroups, but
.

in the torsion case pure subgroups need not be closed.

arbitrary abelian groups with property (C
l
).

M. Harada and K. Oshiro [23] considered modules with extendi~g.

S. Mo~amed, B.J. Mueller and S. Singh (1983) characterized
..

properties, which are closely related to the property (Cl ). M. Harada [24]

described modules with (Cl ) oyer Dedekind domains; an unfortunate

1
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miyapplication. of .([23], theorem 10) kep~ him from obtainin~ ~he full

characterization, which we give here.

3. ,T~e present thesis studies arbitrary modules with (C
l
),

over cbmmutative integral domains.

The first chapter reduces the study of the property (C
l

) ,to the

cases of torsion modules and of torsion free reduced modules, by showing

that any non-torsion module with (C l ) is a direct sum of an injective

submodule and a torsion free reduced submodule (th. (1.15)~ (1.16)).

The second chapter investigates torsion free reduced modules

with (C~). We prove that torsion free reduced modules with (Cl ) are

finite direct 'sums of uniform submodules (th. (2.16)).

We also give a'necessary and sufficient condition for the direct
~

sum of a pair.of uniform torsion free reduc~odules to have (Cl )

(th. (2.26)). We conjecture that a finite direct sum of uniform torsion

free reduced modules has (Cl ) if and only if the direct sum of each pair

has (Ca). We prove this conjecture in the following'cases: i) general

commutative domains and the uniform summands have local endomorphism

rings; ii) PrUfer domains; iii) Noetherian domains and the uniform

summands are finitely generated; iv) one, dimensional Noetherian domains.

Finally we give a complete description of torsion free reduced

modules.with (Cl ) over D~dekind domains, and over one dimensionalJ

Noetherian domains. The description in the first case is much simpler

than in the second one.

The third chapter considers torsion modules over Noetherian

domains~ It was proved, by K. Oshiro in a letter to S. Rizvi, that a

module with (~l) over a Noetherian ring is a direct sum of uniform

•
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submodules. We have only ob'tained results in the case that all these
.-

uniform summands have local endomorphism rings.

We provide a necessary and. sufficient condition for the direct

sum of a pair of uniform torsion modples to have (C
l
), provided that

they have distinct associated primes and arbitrary endomorphism rings,

or the same associa~ed prime and local endomorphism rings.

We also prove that a' finite direct sum of uniform torsion modules

torsion modules with (C
l

) over Dedekind domains.

4. Our analysis of ~he property (C
l

) in the, torsion free case

was, easier and led to more complete results than in the torsion case.

One reason may be that a torsion free injective module is always the

direct sum of copies of the quotient field, while there is no good
•

structure theorem for t~rs±on injectiv~s except over~etherian rings.

This may also explain why we h~d to confine ourselves, in the torsion

case, to modules over Noetherian domains.

Another interesting point is that we use a characterization of

(C
l

) for torsion free modules (2.32) in the study of (C
l

) for torsion

mod~les (3.18). ~e torsion free result is applied to certain factor
,

modules which turn out-to be torsion free over an appropriate factor

'ring.
'.

•
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CHAPTER I

MODULES WITH PROPERTY (C
l

) REDUCTIONS
I

We recall that R is always a commutative integral domain. and

that a module has property"'(Cl ) .if every closed submodule is a direct

summand.

In this chap tar we reduce the study of property (C
l

) to the

cases of torsion modules and of torsion free reduced mOdules.

§1 • PRELIMINARIES.

In this section we list some ~ell known facts for later use.

Some of them are valid for modules over arbitrary rings, while others

require our standing assumption that R is a commutative integral

domain.

Definition 1.1: A submodule MeE is said to be essential 'in'

E (denoted by Me' E), if for every submodule N of E, M n N·2 0

implies N-· O. A module E is called uniform if it is non-zero and

every non-zero submodule of E is essential in E. A submodule M is,
called closed in E if it has no proper essential extension in E. By

i
.~ .

-,

•

Zorn's lemma ~ny submodule A of E

in E.

has a maximalfessential extension,

Definition 1.2: A module E is said to be injective, if for

4
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every monomorphism f:A-+B and every homomorphism (j): A-+E, there

exists a homomorphism (j).: B.. E such that (j)f ~ (j).

This concept was introduced by Baer [4] and Nakayama [15].. It

was shown by Eckmann and Schopf [7] that every module can be embedded

in an injective module. In fact they showed that, for any module M,

there is an injective overmodule E of M which is essential ov~r M.

This overmodule is unique up to isomorphism over M, and i~ called the

injective hull of M and denoted by E(M).

The concept of injectivity was generalized to that of relative

injectivity by Azumaya [2], and Azumaya, Mbuntum and Varadarajan. [3].

Definition 1.3: A module M is said to be N-injective, if for

Definition 1.5: A module

every submodule L of N, every homomorphism f: L+M can be extended

•to . f : N.+M.

Definition 1.4: Let M be an R-module. The set t(M) ~

{x e; M : xr = a for some 0'" r e; R} is a submodule, called the torsion,
submodule of M. If t(M) ~ M, then M is called torsion; if t(M) ~ 0,

then M. is called torsion free.

Note that \(M) is a closed submodule of M.

By Baer's well-known criterion for injectivity one can show that

an R-module ia injective if and only if it ~~~-injective for some

torsion free R-module. F •

M is said to h~ve property (el ),

if every closed submodule of M is a direct summand. A module M is

I
\,,--

J
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said to have property (1 - G
l
), 1£ every uniform closed submodule is a

direct summand.

If N is a submodule of M, then N ~ M will signify that N

is a direct summand of M.

Lemma 1.6: If an R-module M has property (G
l
), then each

direct summand N has again property (Gl ).
~

6

Proof: Let M = N .T, and let A be a closed submodule of N.

We show that A is closed in M. Let Ac' X c M. Then

A = rr A c rr X cN, where rr: M+N is the projection onto N. We claim
,

that Ac.'n X. Let O"CLE rrX hence CL .. iTX, XE X. By essentiality

of X over A, ,there exists r E R such that 0" xr EA. If follows

that CLr = (rrx)r rr(xr) = xr E A. Therefore A.c'rrX.

...

..

Since A is closed in Nand Ac'rrXcN, we have A - rrX.

Now let XEX be an arbitrary''-JThen rrxEA, Le. rrx - a,

a EA. Hence rrx - a • 1J'a. Thus rr(x-a) = 0 , Le. x-a e: ker 'IT - T.

Since AnT - 0 and A\c.' X, we have XnT - O. Then x-aETnX O.

It follows that x - a E A. Then A has no proper essential extension

in M, hence A is closed in M.

By (Gl ) M - A. B for some submodule B 9f M. By the

•modular law N - A4lBnN, Le. A c N. Therefore N has. (G l ). 0

Note that the same proof shows that (l-Gl ) is inherited by

direct summands.

. ;,

\ .. ,..~
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Lemma 1.7: (i) A direct summand of a closed submodule of a

module M is a closed submodule of M. If N is closed in M, then

N is closed in any submodule of M contai~ing N.

(ii) Let M - X GlY be a module and !p: x ... y be an arbitrary

homomorphism. Then X*' ~ : {x + '<;I(x) : x e: X} is a submodule of M

isomorphic to X via x ... x + , !p(x) , x e: X; and M ~ X* 6l Y. 0

Definition 1.8: An R-module M is divisible, if for every

element x e: M and for every 0" r e: R there exists an element ye: M

such that x -, yr. 'This definition means that every element of M is

divisible by every non-zero element r of R ~r, alternativ¥y. rM - M.

A module which has no non-trivial divisible submodule is called reduced.,
Every injective module is divisible.

"-
Lemma 1.9: Every divisible, torsion free module is.. injective. 0

It is clear that any direct sum of divisible modules is divisible.

)
Definition 1.10: Let M be a torsion free R-module. Let D(M)

- { x e: M : for all 0" r e: R there exists y e: M such that x· yr }.

- ~
According,to [17l, D(M) is tfie largest divisible submodule of M and

M/D(M) does not contain any non-zero divisible submodule. We shall

call MID (M) the reduct of M.

'Remarks loll:' (i) If A is a submodule of i- torsion free

R-module M, then the maiimal essen~ial extension of A in M is

uniquely determined; this submodule of M consists of all those
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elements x of M for which xr E A holds with a suitable non-zero
I

element r E R.

(ii) ~very essential extension of a uniform module is uniform.

"

Lemma 1.12: Every non-zero torsion free R-module F which

has p~operty (C l ) contains a uniform direct summand Fl'

,
Proof: Let 0 ~ x E F. Since the commutative integral domain

is uniform as module over itself, xR ='! R is a uniform submodule of

r
I

R'

'------
F.

,

Let F
l

be the maximal essential extension of xR in F, then Fl is a

closed submodule of F, and' by (C
l

) , F
l

is a direct summand. Since

uniformity is preserved by essential ext~nsions, Fl is a uniform direct

summand of F. 0

(

Note that the lattice of submodules of every module, M

satisfies the modular law, i.e. if A,B and Care submodules of M

"

such that BcA, then An(B +C)
, ,

§2. NON-TORSION> MODULES

B + An C holds. 0

Lemma 1.13: In every R-module with property (C)
1

the torsion

submodule is a direct summand.

Proof: Obvious &ince t(M) is closed, c.f. (1.4).0

The next theorem gives the necessary and sufficient·condition for

non-torsion module to have (Cl ).
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First we give the following lemma, which will be used in the

proof of the theorem.

Lemma 1.14: Let M z T $ F , where F is non-zero

~ • torsion free and T is torsion. Let F' be a non-zero torsion free

submodule of M such th'\!O M = F' $ X. Then Te X. If F. is uniform,

then X = T.

Proof: Let tE: T; then t = f' + x, where f' E: F' and x E: X.

Since T is torsion, there exists a non-zeFo element r in R such

that a = tr =:I. f1 r + xr. Since the sum is direct, it follows that

fir a xr = O. But F' is torsion free, hence f' • 0, and t E: X.

Therefore TeX. By the modular law X- T $ (F nX) , hence

M = F' 19 T $ (F nX). It follows that Fe!M/T ~ F' $ (F nX).

Now if F is uniform, then F nX - a (since F' is non-zero),

and we get X - T.

Theorem 1.15: Let M be an R-modu~e which is not torsion.

:--

"Then M has (Cl ) if and only if~M)

free factor module M/t(H) has (Cl)~

is injective ~nd the torsion

/Proof: Let 1M have (Cl ). By lemma (1-13) we

have M - t(M) $ F, where F is a non-zero torsion free submodule of M.

Sin:e (C
l

) is inherited by direct summands:~-'-has (Cl ). By

(1.12), there exists a non-zero uniform direct summand Flof F, i.e.

M - F' ,lD
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Now M'~: F
1

e t(M) again has (C
1
). To show that t(M) is

injective, by Baer's criterion for injectivity, it is enough to show' that-t(M) is F
1
-inj ective.

'Now let ljJ: X+ t(M) be a homomorphism from a submodule X of F
1

into t(M). Consider X' ~ : {x -ljJ(x) : XEX}. By (C
1

) for M',
e

there exists a submodule X* of M' such that X' c I X* eM'. Since

X is torsion free and X~X' c' X* and essential extensions of torsion

free modules"are torsion free, X* is a uniform torsion free direct

summand of M'. By lemma (1.14) we get M' ~ X* $ t(M).
rr

Let M' ... t(M) be the projection of M' onto t(M). Since

x - ljJ(x)E X' cX*, we have O· rr(x- ~x» ~ rr(x) -rrljJ(x) • rr(x) - ljJ(x)

for all x EX, Le. rr(x) ljJ(x) for all x E X.

"-
Therefore rrl F : F

l
+t(M) extends ljJ, which shows that t(M) is

1
FI-injective. -

Conversly let t(M) be injective and M/t(M) have (C
l
). Then

e
t(M) c M,·and we can...IoR:.ite M· t(M) eF where M/t(M) :!!'F is non·zero

\ •
torsion free and has (Ci)'

Now let A b~a closed submodule of M and t(A)

,
be' its

torsion submodule. We claim that t(A) is closed submodule of t(M).

Let t(A) c' Yct(M). We show that A c' A + Y. To th1"s end consider

any 0'" y+a e: Y + A,-wnere y EY and a EA. lf a e: t(A), then y + a EY,

and by essentiality of Y over t(A) we can find r ER such that
I .

0'" (y + a)r Et(A) cA. lf a ;. t (A), since Y is torsion, there exists
,,.

o .,. s ~ 'such that ya·O, lind we have (y + a)s • as'" 0 (EA) .
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Since A is closed in M, we conclude A· Y + A, and hence

1 • t(A), which shows that t(A) has no proper essential extension in

t(M) and is thus closed. Now the inject'ivity of t(M) implies that

t(A) is injective, and hence A can ~ written as A· t(A) e B, where

B is a torsion free submodule of A.

Let n
l

, nZ be the projections of

respectively. Since B is torsion free,

.,
M onto

n .
B~F

t(M) and F

is a monomorphism.

.' ..

Since t(M) is injective, there exists a homomorphism ljJ: F+ t{M). such

Now let F*· : {f + ljJ(f) : f E F}. Then F* ~ F has' (Cl ).

Consider any element be: B. b can be written as b· n Z(b) + n1 (b) r
nZ(b)'+ ljJ(nZ(b»E F*, Le. BCF*, By (i) in (l.V, B is'a clos.

submodule of F*. By, (Cl ) , F* • Be B'. Since t(A) is an injective

submodule of t(H), then t(H) t(A) e C for some submodule C of t(H).

By (ii) in (l. 7) , M· F* e t (M) • B e B' e t (A) e C·· A e B' e C,
e

i.e: Ac H. Hence H has (Cl ). D.

§3. NON-REDUCED TORSION FREE MODULES

From (1.9), a torsion free R-module is divisible if and only if

"
it is injective.

Recall the definition of the reduct of a torsion free module given

in (1.10) : Let M be a torsion free R-module, and let E' be the maximal

injective submodule of M. The factor module HIE is called the reduct

of H; it do!!s not contain any injective ,submodule except zero.
"

'.-

~,-'
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The following theorem reduces the problem of studing property
,

(Cl ) from torsion free modules to torsion free reduced modules.,

Theorem 1.16: A torsion free R-module has (C
l

) if and only if

its reduct has (C
l
).

\

reduced submodule of M.

Proof: Let M has (C
l
), and let E be its largest injective

Since (C
l

) is inherited by direct s

submodule. Then M - E <!l C, where

Conversely let c~M/E, the reduct of M, have (C
1
). Let A

be a cl.os~d submodu1e of M. We claim 'that D(A), the largest injective

submodule of, A, is exactly An E. It is clear that D(A) c En A. Now

let x E E n A. Since E is divisible, for any 0" r E R there exis ts

an element e E E such that er - x E A. Since A is closed submoflule

of M, then e E A by (i) in (1..1.1.). It foHows that En A is a

diVisible hence injective submodule of A.-and therefore En ACD(A).

Then D(A) - En A. j

Now A can be wr~tten as A = EnA<!lB, where B is.reduced.
~

From (i) in (1.. 7) , B i§ a closed submodule of M.

Let M-E-C and ME:,.E be the projections of M onto C and E

respectively. Since E nB ,- 0 (x E E n B implies x E An En B - 0),
lTlB

B --+ C is a monomorphism. From, the injectivity of E, there exists a

homomorphism Ill: C ... E such that tplTIB-ll'!B' Le. tpll(b) -ll'(b)
~

for all bEB.

o
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..
Let C* - : {</l(c) + c : c £ C }; then C* ~C has (cl).1 Now let

b £ B; then b - TI' (b) + TI(b) - <jlTl(b) + TI(b) £ C* (1\(b) £ C). From" (i)

of (1. 7) • B is a closed sub10dule of C*. >. By (Cl ). C* - BillY for

some submodule Y of C*. By (ii) of (1. 7, M - C* ill E - B illY ill E.

Since An E
l

is an injective submodule of E. we have

•

M - BillY III A n E III Z - A III Y III Z, where Z

ill
A eM; i.e. M ha~ (C l ). 0

".

is a "submodule of E~r.Jre,






































































































































































































